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The Body Books – Mbale, Uganda 
 
Budget: $2,800 needed to complete $9,800 budget 
 
Update:  
This project covers the cost of designing, writing, illustrating 
and editing a reproductive health book Myths and Truths, 
together with a training manual being written called My 
Amazing Body. It follows on from other reproductive health 
books/resources that Entrust Foundation has assisted with 
and been so impressed by. Myths and Truths is an illustrated 
book that helps youth learn about sexuality, pregnancy and 
birth. It is written to suit the Ugandan context by a local 
Ugandan committee to help youth identify harmful practices 
and beliefs and provide clear truths about the human body. 
The material, once printed, will be for sale, placed in libraries 
and will be included as part of the reproductive training 
material promoted to health clinics, universities, schools, 
prisons and others.  

To date My Amazing Body has been completed with 20 copies printed in Uganda. It is now in use by the trainers and 
our partners are awaiting feedback before publishing any more, a wise move. Our partners believe that illustrative 
banners will be an additional useful tool for community education and classrooms and will produce a number to 
accompany the Myths and Truths book. This will provide 12 sets of material with 25 banners in each set. Groups 
requesting the training has increased significantly and the banners will allow more access for larger numbers and for 
those who have lower reading skills. The banners are to be 2 x 1.8 m, made of outdoor waterproof material and will be 
produced locally in Mbale. A lockable cupboard has been purchased and installed in the Mbale office to safely house 
the reproductive health materials.  

The Myths and Truths book is expected to be finished on time by the end of 2018. It is currently in draft form and 
requires illustrations and graphics, editing and publishing. Fewer books will be published to allow more banners to be 
produced.  

A great aspect of this project is the attention paid to the feedback from the local trainers and community. Our partners 
are flexible enough to alter the program and material to best suit the situation whether it be community education, in 
the prisons or in schools. 2,105 have received training with the reproductive health material in the past six months. 
Topics such as life skills, making good choices, critical thinking, pregnancy, poverty and parenting are covered.  

In a country where large families abound without the means to support them financially, uniformed beliefs, ignorance 
HIV/AIDS and obvious poverty, this training is culturally relevant and is making a huge impact that is growing. One 
lady said, “I did not know how to speak to my children in preparing them for their future life (referring to puberty 
sexuality), now I feel empowered and when I go back home, I will do a lot in guiding my grandchildren and my 
community.”  

Thank you for helping people to grow in self-esteem and to make responsible, informed decisions to improve their 
lives!  
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